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Two worlds threaten to crumble in the face of a common enemy in the epic conclusion to the
New York Times bestselling Daughter of Smoke & Bone trilogy -- now with a gorgeous new
package!What power can bruise the sky?Two worlds are poised on the brink of a vicious war. By
way of a staggering deception, Karou has taken control of the chimaera's rebellion and is intent
on steering its course away from dead-end vengeance. The future rests on her.When the brutal
angel emperor brings his army to the human world, Karou and Akiva are finally reunited -- not in
love, but in tentative alliance against their common enemy. It is a twisted version of their long-
ago dream, and they begin to hope that it might forge a way forward for their people. And,
perhaps, for themselves.But with even bigger threats on the horizon, are Karou and Akiva strong
enough to stand among the gods and monsters?The New York Times bestselling Daughter of
Smoke & Bone trilogy comes to a stunning conclusion as -- from the streets of Rome to the
caves of the Kirin and beyond -- humans, chimaera, and seraphim strive, love, and die in an epic
theater that transcends good and evil, right and wrong, friend and enemy.
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apocalypse. 1 NIGHTMARE ICE CREAMNerve thrum and screaming blood, wild and churning
and chasing and devouring and terrible and terrible and terrible—“Eliza. Eliza!”A voice. Bright
light, and Eliza fell awake. That’s how it felt: like falling and landing hard. “It was a dream,” she
heard herself say. “It was just a dream. I’m okay.”How many times in her life had she spoken
those words? More than she could count. This was the first time, though, that she’d spoken them
to a man who had burst heroically into her room, clutching a claw hammer, to save her from
being murdered.“You… you were screaming,” said her roommate, Gabriel, darting looks into the
corners and finding no sign of murderers. He was sleep-disheveled and manically alert, holding
the hammer high and ready. “I mean… really, really screaming.”“I know,” said Eliza, her throat



raw. “I do that sometimes.” She pushed herself upright in bed. Her heartbeat felt like cannon fire
—doomful and deep and reverberating through her entire body, and though her mouth was dry
and her breathing shallow, she tried to sound nonchalant. “Sorry to wake you.”Blinking, Gabriel
lowered the hammer. “That’s not what I meant, Eliza. I’ve never heard anyone sound like that in
real life. That was a horror-movie scream.”He sounded a little impressed. Go away, Eliza wanted
to say. Please. Her hands were starting to tremble. Soon she wouldn’t be able to control it, and
she didn’t want a witness. The adrenaline crash could be pretty bad after the dream. “I promise,
I’m fine. Okay? I just…”Damn.Shaking. Pressure building, the sting behind her eyelids, and all of
it out of her control.Damn damn damn.She doubled over and hid her face in her bedspread as
the sobs welled up and took her over. As bad as the dream was—and it was bad—the aftermath
was worse, because she was conscious but still powerless. The terror—the terror, the terror—
lingered, and there was something else. It came with the dream, every time, and didn’t recede
with it but stayed like something a tide had washed in. Something awful—a rank leviathan
corpse left to rot on the shore of her mind. It was remorse. But god, that was too bloodless a
word for it. This feeling the dream left her with, it was knives of panic and horror resting bright
atop a red and meaty wound-fester of guilt.Guilt over what? That was the worst part. It was…
dear god, it was unspeakable, and it was immense. Too immense. Nothing worse had ever been
done, in all of time, and all of space, and the guilt was hers. It was impossible, and with any
distance from the dream Eliza could dismiss it as ridiculous.She had not done, and nor would
she ever do… that.But when the dream entangled her, none of it mattered—not reason, not
sense, not even the laws of physics. The terror and the guilt smothered it all.It sucked.When the
sobs finally subsided and she lifted her head, Gabriel was sitting on the edge of her bed, looking
compassionate and alarmed. There was this pert civility about Gabriel Edinger that suggested a
better-than-fair chance of bow ties in his future. Maybe even a monocle. He was a neuroscientist,
probably the smartest person Eliza knew, and one of the nicest. Both of them were research
fellows at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History—the NMNH—and had been
friendly while not quite friends for the past year, until Gabriel’s girlfriend moved to New York for
her post-doc and he needed a roommate to cover the rent. Eliza had known it was a risk, cross-
pollinating life hours with work hours, for this exact reason. This.Screaming. Sobbing.It wouldn’t
take much digging for an interested party to ascertain the… depths of abnormal… upon which
she’d built this life. Like laying planks over quicksand, it sometimes seemed. But the dream
hadn’t troubled her for a while, so she’d given in to the temptation to pretend she was normal,
with nothing but the normal concerns of any twenty-four-year-old doctoral student on a tiny
budget. Dissertation pressure, evil lab-mate, grant proposals, rent.Monsters.“I’m sorry,” she said
to Gabriel. “I think I’m okay now.”“Good.” After an uncomfortable pause, he asked, brightly, “Cup
of tea?”Tea. Now there was a nice glimpse of normal. “Yes,” Eliza said. “Please.”And when he
ambled off to put on the kettle, she composed herself. Pulled on her robe, rinsed her face, blew
her nose, regarded herself in the mirror. She was puffy, and her eyes were bloodshot. Awesome.
She had pretty eyes, normally. She was accustomed to getting compliments on them from



strangers. They were big and long-lashed and bright—at least when the whites weren’t pink from
sobbing—and several shades lighter brown than her skin, which made them seem to glow. Right
now, it chilled her to note that they looked a little… crazy.“You’re not crazy,” she told her
reflection, and the statement had the ring of an affirmation often uttered—a reassurance
needed, and habitually given. You’re not crazy, and you’re not going to be.Deeper down ran
another, more desperate thought.It will not happen to me. I’m stronger than the others.Usually,
she was able to believe it.When Eliza joined Gabriel in the kitchen, the oven clock read four AM.
Tea was on the table, along with a pint of ice cream, open, with a spoon sticking out. He
gestured to it. “Nightmare ice cream. Family tradition.”“Really?”“Yeah, actually.”Eliza tried, for a
moment, to imagine ice cream as her own family’s response to the dream, but she couldn’t. The
contrast was just too stark. She reached for the carton. “Thanks,” she said. She ate a couple of
bites in silence, took a sip of tea, all the while tensed for the questions to begin, as they surely
must.What do you dream about, Eliza?How am I supposed to help you if you won’t talk to me,
Eliza?What’s wrong with you, Eliza?She’d heard it all before.“You were dreaming about Morgan
Toth, weren’t you?” Gabriel asked. “Morgan Toth and his pillowy lips?”Okay, so she hadn’t heard
that. In spite of herself, Eliza laughed. Morgan Toth was her nemesis, and his lips were a fine
subject for a nightmare, but no, that wasn’t even close. “I don’t really want to talk about it,” she
said.“Talk about what?” Gabriel asked, all innocence. “What is this ‘it’ you speak of?”“Cute. But I
mean it. Sorry.”“Okay.”Another bite of ice cream, another silence cut short by another non-
question. “I had nightmares as a kid,” Gabriel offered. “For about a year. Really intense. To hear
my parents tell it, life as we knew it was pretty much suspended. I was afraid to fall asleep, and I
had all these rituals, superstitions. I even tried making offerings. My favorite toys, food.
Supposedly I was overheard offering up my older brother in my place. I don’t remember that, but
he swears.”“Offering him to who?” Eliza asked.“Them. The ones in the dream.”Them.A spark of
recognition, hope. Idiotic hope. Eliza had a “them,” too. Rationally she knew that they were a
creation of her mind and existed nowhere else, but in the aftermath of the dream, it was not
always possible to remain rational. She asked, “What were they?” before she quite considered
what she was doing. If she wasn’t going to talk about her dream, she shouldn’t be prying into his.
It was a rule of secret-keeping, in which she was well-versed: Ask not, lest ye be
asked.“Monsters,” he said with a shrug, and just like that, Eliza lost interest—not at the mention
of monsters, but at his of course tone. Anyone who could say monsters in that offhand manner
had definitely never met hers.“You know, being chased is one of the commonest dreams,”
Gabriel said, and went on to tell her about it, and Eliza kept sipping tea and taking the
occasional bite of nightmare ice cream, and she nodded in the right places, but she wasn’t really
listening. She’d thoroughly researched dream analysis a long time ago. It hadn’t helped before,
and it didn’t now, and when Gabriel summed up with “they’re a manifestation of our waking
fears,” and “everyone has them,” his tone was both placating and pedantic, as though he’d just
solved her problem for her.Eliza really wanted to say, And I suppose everyone gets pacemakers
when they’re seven years old because ‘manifestations of their waking fears’ keep sending them



into cardiac arrhythmia? But she didn’t, because it was the exact kind of memorable factoid that
gets regurgitated at cocktail parties.Did you know that Eliza Jones got a pacemaker when she
was seven because her nightmares gave her cardiac arrhythmia?Seriously? That’s insane.“So
what happened to you?” she asked him. “What happened to your monsters?”“Oh, they carried
off my brother and left me alone. I have to sacrifice a goat to them every Michaelmas, but it’s a
small price to pay for a good night’s sleep.”Eliza laughed. “Where do you get your goats?” she
asked, playing along.“Great little farm in Maryland. Certified sacrificial goats. Lambs, too, if you
prefer.”“Who doesn’t? And what the hell’s Michaelmas?”“I don’t know. I pulled that out of the
air.”And Eliza experienced a moment of gratitude, because Gabriel hadn’t pried, and the ice
cream and tea and even her irritation with his scholarly jabber had helped to ease the aftermath.
She was actually laughing, and that was something.And then her phone vibrated on the
tabletop.Who was calling her at four AM? She reached for it…… and when she saw the number
on the screen, she dropped it—or possibly flung it. With a crack it hit a cabinet and bounced to
the floor. For a second she had hope that she’d killed it. It lay there, silent. Dead. And then—
bzzzzzzzzzzzz—not dead.When had she ever been sorry not to have broken her phone?It was
the number. Just digits. No name. No name came up because Eliza had not programmed that
number into her phone. She didn’t even realize that she remembered it until she saw it, and it
was like it had been there all along, every moment of her life since… since she’d escaped. It was
all there, it was all right there. The gut-punch was immediate and visceral and undiminished by
the years.“All right?” Gabriel asked her, leaning down to pick up the phone.She almost said Don’t
touch it! but knew this was irrational, and stopped herself in time. Instead she just didn’t reach for
it when he held it out to her, so he had to set it down on the table, still buzzing.She stared at it.
How had they found her? How? She’d changed her name. She’d disappeared. Had they known
where she was all along, been watching her all this time? The idea horrified her. That the years
of freedom could have been an illusion…The buzzing stopped. The call went to voice mail, and
Eliza’s heartbeat was cannon fire again: burst after burst shuddering through her. Who was it?
Her sister? One of her “uncles”?Her mother?Whoever it was, Eliza had only a moment to
wonder if they’d leave a message—and if she’d dare to listen to it if they did—before the phone
emitted another buzz. Not a voice mail. A text.It read: Turn on the TV.Turn on the…?Eliza looked
up from the phone, deeply unsettled. Why? What did they want her to see on the TV? She didn’t
even have a TV. Gabriel was watching her intently, and their eyes locked in the instant they heard
the first scream. Eliza almost jumped out of her skin, rising from her chair. From somewhere
outside came a long, unintelligible cry. Or was it inside? It was loud. It was in the building. Wait.
That was someone else. What the hell was going on? People were crying out in… shock? Joy?
Horror? And then Gabriel’s phone started to buzz, too, and Eliza’s unspooled a sudden string of
messages—bzzz bzzz bzzz bzzz bzzz. From friends this time, including Taj in London, and
Catherine, who was doing fieldwork in South Africa. Wording varied, but all were a version of the
same disturbing command: Turn on the TV.Are you watching this?Wake up. TV. Now.Until the
last one. The one that made Eliza want to curl up in fetal position and cease to exist.Come



home, it said. We forgive you. 2 THE ARRIVALThey appeared on a Friday in broad daylight, in
the sky above Uzbekistan, and were first sighted from the old Silk Road city of Samarkand,
where a news crew scrambled to broadcast footage of… the Visitors.The angels.In flawless
ranks of phalanxes, they were easily counted. Twenty blocks of fifty: a thousand. A thousand
angels. They swept westward, near enough to earth that people standing on rooftops and roads
could make out the rippling white silk of their standards and hear the trill and tremolo of
harps.Harps.The footage went wide. Around the world, radio and television programs were
preempted; news anchors rushed to their desks, out of breath and without scripts. Thrill, terror.
Eyes round as coins, voices high and strange. Everywhere, phones began to ring and then cut
off in a great global silence as cell towers overloaded and crashed. The sleeping slice of the
planet was awakened. Internet connections faltered. People sought people. Streets filled. Voices
joined and vied, climbed and crested. There were brawls. Song. Riots.Deaths.There were births,
too. Babies born during the Arrival were dubbed “cherubs” by a radio pundit, who was also
responsible for the rumor that all had feather-shaped birthmarks somewhere on their tiny bodies.
It wasn’t true, but the infants would be closely watched for any hint of beatitude or magical
powers.On this day in history—the ninth of August—time cleaved abruptly into “before” and
“after,” and no one would ever forget where they were when “it” began.Kazimir Andrasko, actor,
ghost, vampire, and jerk, actually slept through the whole thing, but would afterward claim to
have blacked out while reading Nietzsche—at what he later determined was the precise
moment of the Arrival—and suffered a vision of the end of the world. It was the beginning of a
grandiose but half-assed ploy soon to fritter to a disappointing ending when he learned how
much work was involved in starting a cult.Zuzana Nováková and Mikolas Vavra were at Aït
Benhaddou, the most famous kasbah in Morocco. Mik had just concluded bargaining for an
antique silver ring—maybe antique, maybe silver, definitely a ring—when the sudden hubbub
swept them up; he shoved it deep in his pocket, where it would remain, in secret, for some
time.In a village kitchen, they crowded in behind locals and watched news coverage in Arabic.
Though they could understand neither the commentary nor the breathless exclamations all
around them, they alone had context for what they were seeing. They knew what the angels
were, or rather, what they weren’t. That didn’t make it any less of a shock to see the sky full of
them.So many!It was Zuzana’s idea to “liberate” the van idling in front of a tourist restaurant. The
everyday weave of reality had by this time become so stretched that casual vehicular theft
seemed par for the course. It was simple: She knew that Karou had no access to news of the
world; she had to warn her. She’d have stolen a helicopter if she had to.Esther Van de Vloet,
retired diamond dealer, longtime associate of Brimstone and occasional stand-in grandmother
to his human ward, was walking her mastiffs near her home in Antwerp when the bells of Our
Lady began to toll out of time. It was not the hour, and even if it had been, the tuneless clangor
was overwrought, practically hysterical. Esther, who didn’t have an overwrought, hysterical bone
in her body, had been waiting for something to happen ever since a black handprint had ignited
on a doorway in Brussels and scorched it out of existence. Concluding that this was that



something, she walked briskly home, her dogs huge as lionesses, stalking at her sides.Eliza
Jones watched the first few minutes on a live feed on her roommate’s laptop, but when their
server crashed, they hurriedly dressed, jumped in Gabriel’s car, and drove to the museum. Early
though it was, they weren’t the first to arrive, and more colleagues kept streaming in behind them
to cluster around a television screen in a basement laboratory.They were stunned and stupid
with incredulity, and with no small amount of rational affront that such an event should dare to
unfold itself across the sky of the natural world. It was a hoax, of course. If angels were real—
which was ridiculous—wouldn’t they hew a little less closely to the pictures in Sunday school
workbooks?It was too perfect. It had to be staged.“Give me a break with the harps,” said a
paleobiologist. “Overkill.”This outward certainty was undercut by a real tension, though, because
none of them were stupid, and there were glaring holes in the hoax theory that just grew more
glaring as news choppers dared to draw closer to the airborne host, and the broadcast footage
became sharper and less equivocal.No one wanted to admit it, but it looked… real.Their wings,
for one thing. They were easily twelve feet in span, and every feather was its own lick of fire. The
smooth rise and fall of them, the inexpressible grace and power of their flight—it was beyond any
fathomable technology.“It could be the broadcast that’s faked,” suggested Gabriel. “It could all be
CG. War of the Worlds for the twenty-first century.”There were some murmurs, though no one
seemed to actually buy it.Eliza stayed silent, watching. Her own dread was of a different breed
than theirs, and was… far more advanced. It should be. It had been growing all her
life.Angels.Angels. After the incident on the Charles Bridge in Prague some months earlier, she’d
been able to maintain a crutch of skepticism at least, just enough to keep her from falling. It
might have been faked, then: three angels, there and gone, no proof left behind. It felt, now, as
though the world had been waiting with held breath for a display beyond all possibility of doubt.
And so had she. And now they had it.She thought of her phone, left intentionally behind at the
apartment, and wondered what new messages its screen held in store for her. And she thought
of the extraordinary dark power from which she’d fled in the night, in the dream. Her gut
clenched like a fist as she felt, beneath her feet, the shifting of the planks she’d laid across the
quicksand of that other life. She’d thought she could escape it? It was there, it had always been
there, and this life she’d built on top of it felt about as sturdy as a shantytown on the flank of a
volcano.ARRIVAL + 3 HOURS 3 CHOICE OF LIFE SKILLS“Angels! Angels! Angels!”This was
what Zuzana cried out, leaping from the van as it fishtailed to a halt on the dirt slope. “Monster
castle” loomed before her: this place in the Moroccan desert where a rebel army from another
world was hiding out to resurrect its dead. This mud fortress with its snakes and reeks, its huge
beast soldiers, its pit of corpses. This ruin that she and Mik had escaped in the dead of night.
Invisible. At Karou’s insistence.Karou’s very freaked out and persuasive insistence.Because…
their lives were in danger.And here they were back again, honking and hollering? Not exactly
survival instincts in action.Karou appeared, gliding over the kasbah wall in her wingless way,
graceful as a ballerina in zero gravity. Zuzana was in motion, sprinting uphill as her friend
dropped down to intercept her.“Angels,” Zuzana breathed, brimming with the news. “Holy hell,



Karou. In the sky. Hundreds. Hundreds. The world. Is freaking. Out.” The words spilled out, but
even as she heard herself, Zuzana was seeing her friend. Seeing her, and reeling back.What the
hell…?Car door, running feet, and Mik was at her side, seeing Karou, too. He didn’t speak. No
one did. The silence felt like an empty speech bubble: It took up space but there were no
words.Karou… Half of her face was swollen purple, scraped raw and scabbing. Her lip was split,
puffy, her earlobe mangled, stitched. As for the rest of her, Zuzana couldn’t tell. Her sleeves were
pulled all the way down over her hands, clasped in her fists in an oddly childlike way. She held
herself tenderly.She had been brutalized. That much was clear. And there could be only one
culprit.The White Wolf. That son of a bitch. Fury blazed in Zuzana.And then she saw him. He was
stalking down the hillside toward them, one of many chimaera alerted by their wild arrival, and
Zuzana’s hands tightened into fists. She started to step forward, ready to plant herself between
Thiago and Karou, but Mik caught her by the arm.“What are you doing?” he hissed, pulling her
back against him. “Are you crazy? You don’t have a scorpion sting like a real neek-neek.”Neek-
neek—her chimaera nickname, courtesy of the soldier Virko. It was a breed of fearless shrew-
scorpion in Eretz, and as much as Zuzana hated to admit it, Mik was right. She was more shrew
than scorpion, half-neek at best, and not nearly as dangerous as she might wish.And I am going
to do something about that, she resolved then and there. Um. Right after we don’t die here.
Because… hell. That was a lot of chimaera, when you saw them all together like that, charging
down a hillside. Zuzana’s neek-neek courage shrank up in her chest. She was glad for Mik’s arm
around her—not that she had any delusion that her sweet violin virtuoso could protect her any
better than she could protect herself.“I’m starting to question our choice of life skills,” she
whispered to him.“I know. Why aren’t we samurai?”“Let’s be samurai,” she said.“It’s okay,” Karou
said, and then the Wolf was upon them, closely flanked by his entourage of lieutenants. Zuzana
met his eyes and tried to look defiant. She saw scabbed scratch marks on his cheeks and her
fury flared anew. Proof, as if there had been any doubt as to Karou’s attacker.Wait. Had Karou
just said, “It’s okay?”How was this okay?But Zuzana had no time to ponder the matter. She was
too busy gasping. Because behind Karou, taking shape out of the air and filling it with all the
splendor she remembered, was…Akiva?Well, what was he doing here?Another seraph
appeared beside him. The one who’d looked really pissed off on the bridge in Prague. She
looked pretty pissed off now, too, in a focused, come-any-closer-and-I’ll-kill-you kind of way. Her
hand was on the hilt of her sword, her gaze fixed on the gathering chimaera.Akiva, though,
looked only at Karou, who… did not seem surprised to see him.None of them did. Zuzana tried
to make sense of the scene. Why weren’t they attacking one another? She thought that was
what chimaera and seraphim did—especially these chimaera, and these seraphim.Just what
had gone down at monster castle while she and Mik were away?Every chimaera soldier was
present now, and though surprise may have been absent, hostility was not. The unblinkingness,
the concentration of malice in some of those bestial stares. Zuzana had sat on the ground
laughing with these same soldiers; she had danced chicken-bone puppets for them, teased
them and been teased in return. She liked them. Well, some of them. But right now, they were



terrifying without exception, and looked ready to tear the angels limb from limb. Their eyes
flicked to Thiago and away as they waited for the kill order they knew must come.It did not
come.Realizing she’d been holding her breath, Zuzana let it out, and her body unwound slowly
from its flinch. She caught sight of Issa in the crowd and gave the serpent-woman a very clear
what the hell? eyebrow. Issa’s answering look was less clear. Behind a brief smile of
unreassuring reassurance, she looked tense and highly alert.What is happening?Karou said
something soft and sad to Akiva—in Chimaera, of course, damn it. What did she say? Akiva
responded, also in Chimaera, before turning to direct his next words to the White Wolf.Maybe it
was because she couldn’t understand their language, and so was watching their faces for clues,
and maybe it was because she had seen them together before, and knew the effect they had on
each other, but Zuzana understood this much: Somehow, in this crowd of beast soldiers, with
Thiago front and center, the moment belonged to Karou and Akiva.The two of them were stoic
and stone-faced and ten feet apart, currently not even looking at each other, but Zuzana had the
impression of a pair of magnets pretending not to be magnets.Which, you know, only works until
it doesn’t. 4 A BEGINNINGTwo worlds, two lives. No longer.Karou had made her choice. “I am
chimaera,” she had told Akiva. Was it only hours earlier that he had “escaped” the kasbah with
his sister, to fly off and burn the Samarkand portal? They were to have returned and burned this
one, too, sealing Earth and Eretz off from each other forever. He had wondered which world she
would choose? As if she had a choice. “My life is there,” she had said.But it wasn’t. Surrounded
by creatures she had enfleshed herself and who, almost without exception, scorned her as an
angel-lover, Karou knew it wasn’t life that awaited her in Eretz, but duty and misery, exhaustion
and hunger. Fear. Alienation. Death, not unlikely.Pain, certainly.And now?“We can fight them
together,” Akiva said. “I have an army, too.”Karou stood rooted, scarcely breathing. Akiva had
been too late. A seraph army had already pushed through the portal—Jael’s ruthless Dominion,
the Empire’s elite legion—and so this was the unimaginable offer Akiva made to his enemy, to
the astonishment of all, his own sister included. Fight them together? Karou saw Liraz turn an
incredulous look on him. It was a good match for her own reaction, because one thing was sure:
If Akiva’s offer was unimaginable, Thiago’s acceptance of it was unfathomable.The White Wolf
would die a thousand deaths before he would treat with angels. He would tear the world down
around him. He would see the end of everything. He would be the end of everything before he
would consider such an offer.So Karou was as astonished as the rest—though for a different
reason—when Thiago… nodded.A hiss of surprise came from either Nisk or Lisseth, his Naja
lieutenants. Aside from some pebbles discharged downhill by the lashing of a tail, that was the
only sound from the soldiers. In Karou’s ears, blood pounded. What was he doing? She hoped
he knew, because she really didn’t.She stole a glance at Akiva. None of the grief or disgust, the
dismay or the love that had shown on his face the night before was in evidence now; his mask
was in place, and so was her own. All her turmoil had to stay hidden, and there was plenty of it to
hide.Akiva had come back here. Can no one stay escaped from this damned kasbah? It was
brave; he had always been that, and reckless. But it wasn’t only himself he jeopardized now. It



was everything she was trying to achieve. The position he was putting the Wolf in: to come up
with yet another plausible excuse not to kill him?And then there was her own position. Maybe
that was what flustered her the most.Here was Akiva, this enemy whom she had fallen in love
with twice, in two separate lives, with a power that felt like the design of the universe and maybe
even was, and it didn’t matter. She stood at Thiago’s side. This was the place she had made for
herself, for the sake of her people: at Thiago’s side.Moreover—though Akiva didn’t know this—
this was the Thiago she had made for herself: one she could bear to stand with. The White Wolf
was… not himself these days. She had sealed a better soul into the body she despised—oh, Ziri
—and she prayed to everything in the infinite array of gods of two worlds that no one would
figure it out. It was a wrenching secret, and felt every moment like a grenade in her hand. Her
heartbeat slipped in and out of rhythm. Her palms were clammy.The deception was massive,
and it was fragile, and it fell most heavily by far to Ziri to pull it off. To dupe all these soldiers?
Most of them had served for decades with the general, some few for centuries, through multiple
incarnations, and they knew his every gesture, every inflection. Ziri had to be the Wolf, in manner
and cadence and in chill, suppressed brutality—to be him, but, paradoxically, a better him, one
who could guide their people toward survival instead of dead-end vengeance.That could only
happen by degrees. The White Wolf wouldn’t just wake up one morning, yawn and stretch and
decide to ally with his mortal enemy.But that was exactly what Ziri was doing right now.“Jael must
be stopped,” he stated as a matter of fact. “If he succeeds in procuring human weapons and
support, there will be no hope for any of us. In that, at least, we have common cause.” He kept
his voice low, conveying absolute authority and not a second’s concern with how his decision
would be received. It was the Wolf’s way, and Ziri’s impersonation was flawless. “How many are
they?”“A thousand,” replied Akiva. “In this world. There will, no doubt, be a heavy troop presence
on the other side of the portal.”“This portal?” asked Thiago with a jerk of his head toward the
Atlas Mountains.“They entered by the other,” said Akiva. “But this one could be compromised,
too. They have the means to discover it.”He didn’t look at Karou when he said this, but she felt a
flare of blame. Because of her, the abomination Razgut was a free agent, and he could easily
have shown the Dominion this portal, as he had shown it to her. The chimaera could be trapped
here, cut off from their retreat to their own world while their seraph enemies closed in on them
from both sides. This safe haven she had led them to could so easily become their grave.Thiago
took it in stride. “Well. Let’s find out.”He looked to his soldiers, and they looked back, wary,
parsing his every move. What is he up to? they would be wondering, because it simply couldn’t
be what it seemed. Soon he would order the angels killed. This was all part of some strategy.
Surely.“Oora, Sarsagon,” he commanded, “choose teams for speed and stealth. I want to know if
there are Dominion at our door. If there are, keep them out. Hold the portal. Let no angel through
alive.” A wolfish smile conveyed pleasure at the thought of dead angels, and Karou saw some of
the wariness leave the soldiers’ faces. This made sense to them, if the rest didn’t: the Wolf,
relishing the prospect of seraph blood. “Send a messenger once you’re certain. Go,” he said, and
they did, Oora and Sarsagon picking their teams with quick, decisive gestures as they moved



through the gathering. Bast, Keita-Eiri, the griffons Vazra and Ashtra, Lilivett, Helget,
Emylion.“Everyone else, back to the court. Be ready to leave if the report is favorable.” The
general paused. “And ready to fight if it isn’t.” Again he managed, with no more than the shadow
of a smile, to hint that he would prefer the bloodier outcome.It was well done, and a little hope
wicked into Karou’s anxiety. Action was best, orders given and followed. The response was
immediate and unfaltering. The host turned and moved back up the hill. If Ziri could maintain this
unassailable demeanor of command, even the surliest of the troops would hustle to meet his
approval.Except, well, not quite everyone was hustling. There was Issa, moving defiantly against
the tide of soldiers to come down the hill, and then there was the matter of Thiago’s lieutenants.
Except for Sarsagon, who had been given a direct order, the Wolf’s entourage remained
clustered around him. Ten, Nisk, Lisseth, Rark, and Virko. These were the same chimaera who
had conspired to get Karou alone at the pit with Thiago—with the exception of Ten, who had
made the mistake of taking on Issa and was now as much Ten as Thiago was Thiago—and she
hated them. She had no doubt they’d have held her down for him if he’d asked, and could only
be glad that he hadn’t thought it necessary.Now their lingering was ominous. They hadn’t
followed Thiago’s order because they believed themselves exempt from it. Because they
expected to be given other orders. And the way they were regarding Akiva and Liraz left no
doubt what they assumed those would be.“Karou,” whispered Zuzana, at Karou’s shoulder.
“What the hell is going on?”What the hell wasn’t going on? All the collisions Karou thought she’d
averted in the past days had boomeranged around to crash into one another right here.
“Everything,” she said, through gritted teeth. “Everything is going on.”The monstrous Nisk and
Lisseth with their hands half-upraised, ready to flare their hamsas at Akiva and Liraz, weaken
them and go in for the kill—or try. Akiva and Liraz, unflinching in the face of it, and Ziri in the
middle. Poor sweet Ziri, wearing Thiago’s flesh and trying to wear his savagery, too—but only the
face of it and not the heart. That was his challenge now. It was more than his challenge. It was
his life, and everything depended on it. The rebellion, the future—whether there would be one—
for all the chimaera still living, and all the souls buried in Brimstone’s cathedral. This deception
was their only hope.The next ten seconds felt as dense as folded iron.Issa reached them at the
same moment that Lisseth spoke up. “What orders, sir, for us?”Issa embraced Mik and Zuzana,
and shot Karou a look that glittered with some bright meaning. She looked excited, Karou saw.
She looked vindicated.“I’ve given my order,” Thiago told Lisseth, cool. “Was I less than perfectly
clear?”Vindicated? About what? Karou’s mind leapt at once to the previous night. After she had
dismissed Akiva with a cool finality she certainly didn’t feel, and sent him away for what she’d
guessed would be the last time, Issa had told her, “Your heart is not wrong. You don’t have to be
ashamed.”Of loving Akiva, she’d meant. And what had Karou’s answer been? “It doesn’t matter.”
She’d tried to believe it: that her heart didn’t matter, that she and Akiva didn’t matter, that there
were worlds at stake and that was what mattered.“Sir,” argued Nisk, Lisseth’s Naja partner. “You
can’t mean to let these angels live—”Let these angels live. That this could even be in question:
Akiva’s life, and Liraz’s. They had come back here to warn them. The real Thiago wouldn’t have



hesitated to gut them for their trouble. Akiva didn’t know this wasn’t the real Thiago, and he’d
come back anyway. For her sake.Karou looked to him, found his eyes waiting for hers, and met
them with a sting of clarity that was the final dissolution of the lie.It mattered. They mattered, and
whatever it was that had made them not kill each other on Bullfinch beach all those years ago…
mattered.Thiago didn’t answer Nisk. Not with words, anyway. The look he turned on him scythed
the rest of the soldier’s words into silence. The Wolf had always had that power; Ziri’s
appropriation of it was startling.“To the court,” he said with soft menace. “Except for Ten. We will
have words about my… expectations… when I’m done here. Go.”They went. Karou might have
enjoyed their shame-faced retreat, but that the Wolf turned his gaze on Issa next, and on her.
“You, too,” he said.As the Wolf would. He had never trusted Karou, but only manipulated and lied
to her, and in this situation he absolutely would dismiss her along with the rest. And just as Ziri
had his part to play, she had hers. In secret she might be the guiding strength of this new
purpose, anointed by Brimstone with the Warlord’s blessing, but in the eyes of the chimaera
army, she was still—at least for now—the girl who had stumbled back blood-soaked from the
pit.Thiago’s broken doll.They could only work from the starting point they had, and that was the
pit—gravel, blood, death, and lies—and she had no choice in this moment but to uphold the
charade. She nodded her obedience to the Wolf, and it was acid in the pit of her belly to see
Akiva’s eyes darken. By his side, Liraz was worse. Liraz was contemptuous.That was a little hard
to take.The Wolf is dead! She wanted to scream. I killed him. Don’t look at me like that! But of
course, she couldn’t. Right now, she had to be strong enough to look weak.“Come on,” Karou
said, urging Issa, Zuzana, and Mik forward.But Akiva didn’t let it go so easily. “Wait.” He spoke in
Seraphic, which none but Karou would understand. “It’s not him I came to talk to. I would have
sought you alone to give you the choice if I could. I want to know what you want.”What I want?
Karou quelled a ripple of hysteria that felt dangerously like laughter. As if this life bore any
resemblance to what she wanted! But, given the circumstances, was it what she wanted? She’d
scarcely considered what it might mean. An alliance. The chimaera rebels actually joining with
Akiva’s bastard brethren to take on the Empire?Simply put, it was crazy. “Even united,” she said,
“we would be massively outnumbered.”“An alliance means more than the number of swords,”
Akiva said. And his voice was like a shadow from another life when he added, softly, “Some, and
then more.”Karou stared at him for an unguarded second, then remembered herself and forced
her eyes down. Some, and then more. It was the answer to the question of whether others could
be brought around to their dream of peace. “This is the beginning,” Akiva had said moments
earlier, his hand to his heart, before turning to Thiago. No one else knew what that meant, but
Karou did, and she felt the heat of the dream stir in her own heart.We are the beginning.She’d
said it to him long ago; he was the one saying it now. This was what his offer of alliance meant:
the past, the future, penitence, rebirth. Hope.It meant everything.And Karou couldn’t
acknowledge it. Not here. Nisk and Lisseth had halted on the hill to peer back at them: Karou the
“angel-lover” and Akiva the very angel, speaking quietly in Seraphic while Thiago just stood
there and let them? It was all wrong. The Wolf they knew would have had blood on his fangs by



now.Every moment was a test of the deception; every syllable uttered made the Wolf’s
forbearance less tenable. So Karou dropped her gaze to the baked, stony earth and rounded her
shoulders like the broken doll she was supposed to be. “The choice is Thiago’s,” she said in
Chimaera, and tried to act her role.She tried.But she couldn’t leave it at that. After everything,
Akiva was still chasing the ghost of hope. Out of more blood and ash than they had ever even
imagined in their days of love, he was trying to conjure it back to life. What other way forward
was there? It was what she wanted.She had to give him some sign.Issa was holding her elbow.
Karou leaned into her, turning so that the serpent woman’s body came between herself and the
watching chimaera, and then, so quickly that she feared Akiva might miss it, she raised her hand
and touched her heart.It pounded in her chest as she moved away. We are the beginning, she
thought, and was overcome by the memory of belief. It came from Madrigal, her deeper self, who
had died believing, and it was acute. She bent into Issa, hiding her face so that no one would
see her flush.Issa’s voice was so faint it almost seemed like her own thought. “You see, child?
Your heart is not wrong.”And for the first time in a long, long time, Karou felt the truth of it. Her
heart was not wrong.Out of betrayal and desperation, amid hostile beasts and invading angels
and a deception that felt like an explosion waiting to happen, somehow, here was a beginning. 5
GETTING-ACQUAINTED GAMEAkiva didn’t miss it. He saw Karou’s fingertips brush her heart
as she turned away, and in that instant it all became worth it. The risk, the gut-wrench of forcing
himself to speak to the Wolf, even the seething disbelief of Liraz at his side.“You’re mad,” she
said under her breath. “I have an army, too? You don’t have an army, Akiva. You’re part of an
army. There’s a difference.”“I know,” he said. The offer wasn’t his to make. Their Misbegotten
brethren were waiting for them at the Kirin caves; this much was true. They were born to be
weapons. Not sons and daughters, or even men and women, just weapons. Well, now they were
weapons wielding themselves, and though they had rallied behind Akiva to oppose the Empire,
an alliance with their mortal enemy was no part of this understanding.“I’ll convince them,” he
said, and in his exhilaration—Karou had touched her heart—he believed it.“Start with me,”
hissed his sister. “We came here to warn them, not to join them.”Akiva knew that if he could
persuade Liraz, the rest would follow. Just how he was supposed to do that, he did not know,
and the White Wolf’s approach forestalled him trying.With his she-wolf lieutenant by his side, he
strode forward, and Akiva’s exhilaration withered. He flashed back to the first time he had ever
seen the Wolf. It had been at Bath Kol, in the Shadow Offensive, when he himself was just a
green soldier, fresh from the training camp. He’d seen the chimaera general fight, and more than
any propaganda he’d been raised on, the sight had forged his hatred of the beasts. Sword in one
hand, ax in the other, Thiago had surged through ranks of angels, ripping out throats with his
teeth like it was instinct. Like he was hungry.The memory sickened Akiva. Everything about
Thiago sickened him, not least the gouge marks on his face, made certainly by Karou in self-
defense. When the general came to a halt before him, it was all Akiva could do not to palm his
face and slam him to the ground. A sword to his heart, as had been Joram’s fate, and then they
could have their new beginning, all the rest of them, free of the lords of death who had led their



people against each other for so long.But that he could not do.Karou looked back once from the
slope, worry flashing across her lovely face—still distorted by whatever violence she’d refused to
divulge to him—and then she moved away and it was just Thiago and Ten facing Akiva and
Liraz, the sun hot and high, sky blue, earth drab.“So,” said Thiago, “we may speak without an
audience.”“I seem to recall that you like an audience,” said Akiva, his memories of torture as vivid
as they had ever been. Thiago’s abuse of him had been performance: the White Wolf, star of his
bloody show.A crease of confusion flickered and vanished at Thiago’s brow. “Let us leave the
past, shall we? The present gives us more than enough to talk about, and then, of course, there
is the future.”The future will not have you in it, thought Akiva. It was too perverse to think that if
this somehow came to pass, this impossible dream, the White Wolf should ride it through to its
fulfillment and still be there, still white, still smug, and still the one standing at Karou’s door after
everything was fought and won.But no. That was wrong. Akiva’s jaw clenched and unclenched.
Karou wasn’t a prize to win; that wasn’t why he was here. She was a woman and would choose
her own life. He was here to do what he could, whatever he could, that she might have a life to
choose, one day. Whoever and whatever that included was her own affair. So he gritted his teeth.
He said, “So let’s talk of the present.”“You’ve put me in a difficult position, coming here,” said the
Wolf. “My soldiers are waiting for me to kill you. What I need is a reason not to.”This riled Liraz.
“You think you could kill us?” she demanded. “Try it, Wolf.”Thiago’s regard shifted to her, his calm
unruffled. “We haven’t been introduced.”“You know who I am, and I know who you are, and that
will serve.”Typical Liraz bluntness.“As you prefer,” said Thiago.“You all look alike anyway,”
drawled Ten.“Well then,” said Liraz. “That might make our getting-acquainted game more difficult
for your side.”“What game is that?” inquired Ten.No, Lir, thought Akiva. In vain.“The one where
we try to figure out which of us killed which of you in previous bodies. I’m sure some of you must
remember me.” She held up her hands to show her kill tally, and Akiva caught the one nearest
him, closed his own marked fist over it, and pushed it back down.“Don’t flaunt those here,” he
said. What’s wrong with her? Did she truly want this to degenerate into a bloodbath—whatever
“this” was, this tenuous and almost unthinkable pause in hostilities.Ten growled a laugh as Akiva
pushed his sister’s hand back down to her side. “Don’t worry, Beast’s Bane. It’s not exactly a
secret. I remember every angel who’s ever killed me, and yet here I stand, speaking to you. Can
the same be said of the very many angels I’ve killed? Where are all the dead seraphim now?
Where’s your brother?”Liraz flinched. Akiva felt the words like a punch to a wound—the specter
of Hazael raised casually, viciously—and when the heat around them surged, he knew it wasn’t
only his sister’s temper but his own.Here it was, then, a restoration to the natural order:
hostility.Or… not.“But it wasn’t a chimaera who slew your brother,” said Thiago. “It was Jael.
Which brings us to the point.” Akiva found himself the focus of his enemy’s pale eyes. There was
no taunt in them, no subtle snarl, and none of the cold amusement with which he had regarded
Akiva in the torture chamber, all those years ago. There was only a strange intensity. “I’ve no
doubt we’re all accomplished killers,” he said softly. “It was my understanding we stood here for a
different reason.”Akiva’s first feeling was shame—to be schooled in cool-headedness by Thiago?



—and his next was anger. “Yes. And it wasn’t to argue for our lives. You need a reason not to kill
us? How about this: Do you have somewhere better to go?”“No. We don’t.” Simple. Honest. “And
so I’m listening. This was, after all, your idea.”Yes, it was. His mad idea, to offer peace to the
White Wolf. Now that he stood face-to-face with him, and Karou nowhere near, he saw the
absurdity of it. He had been blinded by his desperation to stay near her, to not lose her to the
vastness of Eretz, enemies forever. So he had made this offer, and it was only now, belatedly,
that he saw how truly strange it was that the Wolf was considering it.That the Wolf was looking
for a reason not to kill him?It had felt like aggression, that statement, like provocation. But was it,
possibly, candor? Could it be the truth, that he wanted this peace but needed to justify it to his
soldiers?“The Misbegotten have withdrawn to a safe location,” Akiva said. “In the eyes of the
Empire, we are traitors. I am patricide and regicide, and my guilt stains us all.” He considered his
next words. “If you seriously mean to consider this—”“This is no ruse on my part,” Thiago broke
in. “I give you my word.”“Your word.” This from Liraz, served on a bare crust of a laugh. “You’ll
have to do better than that, Wolf. We’ve no reason to trust you.”“I wouldn’t go that far. You’re alive,
aren’t you? I don’t ask thanks for it, but I hope it’s perfectly clear that it’s no matter of chance. You
came to us half-dead. If I’d wanted to finish the job, I would have.”There could be no arguing with
that. Indisputably, Thiago had let them live. He had let them escape.Why?For Karou’s sake? Had
she pled for their lives? Not…… bargained for them?Akiva looked up the slope where she had
gone. She stood in the arched entrance to the kasbah, watching them, too distant to read. He
turned to Thiago, and saw that his expression was still devoid of cruelty or duplicity or even his
customary coldness. His eyes were open, not heavy-lidded with arrogance or disdain. It made a
marked change in him. What could account for it?One explanation occurred to Akiva, and he
hated it. In the torture chamber, Thiago’s rage had been that of a rival—a losing rival. Beneath
the age-old hatred of their races had burned the more personal wrath of an alpha for a
challenger. The humiliation of the one not chosen. Vengeance for Madrigal’s love of Akiva.But
that was absent now—as absent as the reasons for it. Akiva was no longer his rival, no longer a
threat. Because Karou had made a different choice this time.As soon as this idea came to Akiva,
Thiago’s lack of malice seemed hard proof of it. The White Wolf was sure enough of his place
that he didn’t need to kill Akiva. Karou, oh godstars. Karou.If it weren’t for their bloody history, if
Akiva didn’t know what lurked in Thiago’s true heart, it would seem an obvious match: the
general and the resurrectionist, lord and lady of the chimaera’s last hope. But he did know
Thiago’s true heart, and so did Karou.It wasn’t old history, either, Thiago’s violence. Karou’s
downcast eyes, her tremulous uncertainty. Bruises, gouges. And yet the creature standing before
Akiva now seemed the White Wolf’s best self: intelligent, powerful, and sane. A worthy ally.
Looking at him, Akiva didn’t even know what he should hope for. If Thiago was this, then an
alliance stood a chance, and Akiva would be able to be in Karou’s life, if only at the edges of it.
He would be able to see her, at least, and know that she was well. He would be able to atone for
his sins and have her know it. Not to mention, they might stand a chance of stopping Jael.On the
other hand, if Thiago was this—intelligent, powerful, and sane—and he stood shoulder-to-



shoulder with Karou to shape the destiny of their people, what place was there for Akiva in that?
And more to the point, could he bear to stand by and see it?“And there is something else,” said
Thiago. “Something I owe you. I understand that I have you to thank for the souls of some of my
own.”Akiva narrowed his eyes. “I don’t know what you’re talking about,” he said.“In the
Hintermost. You intervened in the torture of a chimaera soldier. He escaped, and returned to us
with the souls of his team.”Ah. The Kirin. But how could anybody know that Akiva had done that?
He hadn’t let himself be seen. He’d summoned birds, every bird for miles around. He just shook
his head now, prepared to deny it.But Liraz surprised him. “Where is he?” she asked Thiago. “I
didn’t see him with the others.”Had she been looking? Akiva flickered a glance her way. Thiago’s
glance more than flickered. It sharpened, and settled on her. “He’s dead,” he said after a
pause.Dead. The young Kirin, last of Madrigal’s tribe. Liraz made no reply. “I’m sorry to hear it,”
Akiva said.Thiago’s gaze shifted back to him. “But thanks to you, his team will live again. And to
return to our purpose, was not his torturer the very angel we now must oppose?”Akiva nodded.
“Jael. Captain of the Dominion. Now emperor. We’re standing here while he gathers his strength,
and while your word means nothing to me, I’ll trust one thing: that you would stop him. So if you
believe your soldiers can distinguish one angel from another long enough to fight Dominion
beside Misbegotten, come with us, and we’ll see what happens.”Liraz, to Ten, added coldly, “We
wear black, and they wear white. If that helps.”“It all tastes the same,” was the she-wolf’s laconic
reply.“Ten, please,” said Thiago in a warning voice, and then, to Akiva, “Yes, we will see.” He
nodded a promise, holding Akiva’s eyes, and the sanity was still there, the cruelty still absent, yet
Akiva couldn’t help remembering him ripping out throats, and he felt himself at the precipice of a
very bad decision.Revenant soldiers and Misbegotten, together. At best, it would be miserable.
At worst, devastating.But in spite of his misgivings, it was as if there was a brightness beckoning
to him—the future, rich with light, calling him toward it. No promises made, only hope. And it
wasn’t just the hope kindled by Karou’s subtle gesture. At least, he didn’t think so. He thought
that this was what he had to do, and that it wasn’t stupid, but bold.Only time would tell. 6 BEAST
EXODUSKarou had overseen one transfer of this small army from world to world already, and it
had not been the best of times. Then, with a preponderance of wingless soldiers and no way to
transport them from Eretz, they’d had to take multiple trips, and still Thiago had opted to
“release” many of them, gleaning souls and bringing them along in thuribles. “Deadweight,” he
had deemed the bodies—exempting of course his own and Ten’s, and some other of his
lieutenants, who had ridden astride larger, flying revenants.This time, Karou was relieved to line
everyone up in the court and determine that what “deadweight” remained could be managed by
the rest, and no releasing would be required.The pit had been fed its last body.She saw it from
the air one last time as the company took flight, and it had a kind of magnetic hold on her gaze. It
looked so small from up here, down its winding path from the kasbah. Just a dark indentation in
the rolling dust-colored earth, with some mounds of excavated dirt standing near, shovels stuck
in them like pickets. She imagined she could see scuff marks where Thiago had attacked her,
and even dark patches that could be blood. And on the far side of the mounds, discernible to no



one save herself, was another disturbance in the dirt: Ziri’s grave.It was shallow, and she’d
blistered her hands on the shovel doing even that much, but nothing could have made her tip the
last natural Kirin flesh into the pit with its flies and putrescence. She hadn’t escaped the flies and
putrescence so easily, though. She’d had to lean over the edge of that soupy, crawling darkness
with Ziri’s gleaning staff to gather the souls of Amzallag and the Shadows That Live, murdered
by the Wolf and his cronies for the crime of taking her side.She wished she could have them on
her side again instead of in a thurible, stashed away, but in a thurible they’d have to remain—for
now. For how long? She didn’t know. Until such a time as was yet impossible to imagine: some
time after all of this, and better than all of this, when the deception wouldn’t matter
anymore.Should such a time ever come to pass.It will come to pass if we bring it to pass, she
told herself.Thiago’s scouts had reported no seraph presence within a several-mile radius of the
portal in Eretz, which was a relief, but not one Karou could trust. With Razgut in Jael’s hands,
nothing was certain.It felt wrong to be leaving—to be fleeing—with what was set in motion, but
what else could they do? They currently numbered only eighty-seven chimaera—eighty-seven
“monsters,” in the eyes of this world, and possibly “demons,” if Jael succeeded in selling his
charade of holiness. They were too few to defeat him or drive him back. If they attacked him now,
they would not only lose, they would help him in his cause. One look at these soldiers Karou had
made and humans would be shoving rocket launchers into Jael’s hands.With Akiva’s
Misbegotten, though, at least they stood a chance.Of course, that was its own hornet’s nest: the
alliance. Selling it to the chimaera. Treading the razor’s edge of deception to manipulate a rebel
army into acting against its deepest instincts. Karou knew that every step forward would meet
resistance from a large contingent of the company. To shape the future, they would have to win
at every pace. And who constituted “they”? Along with herself and “Thiago,” only Issa and “Ten”—
who was actually Haxaya, a soldier less evil but just as hotheaded as the real Ten had been—
were in on the secret. Well, and now Zuzana and Mik.“What’s with you?” Zuzana had asked,
incredulous, as soon as they’d left Akiva and Thiago to their negotiations. “Chumming with the
White Wolf?”“You know what ‘chumming’ is, don’t you?” Karou had replied, evasive. “It’s throwing
blood in the water to attract sharks.”“Well, I meant ‘being chummy,’ but I’m sure there’s a
metaphor in that somewhere. What did he do to you? Are you all right?”“I am now,” Karou had
said, and though it had been a relief to disabuse her friends of their notion of chumming, it had
given her no pleasure to tell them the truth about Ziri. Both of them had cried, which had been
like a pull-chain to her own tears, no doubt shoring up her appearance of weakness in the eyes
of the company.And that she could live with, but dear gods and stardust, Akiva was another
matter. Letting him believe that she was “chummy” with the White Wolf? But what was she
supposed to do? She was closely watched by the entire chimaera host. Some eyes seemed
simply curious—Does she still love him?—but others were suspicious, eager to damn her and
weave conspiracies out of her every glance. She couldn’t give them ammunition, so she’d kept
away from Akiva and Liraz at the kasbah, and tried now not even to glance in their direction, off
the formation’s far flank.Thiago rode at the head of the host astride the soldier Uthem. Uthem



was a Vispeng, horse-dragon aspect, long and sinuous. He was the largest and most striking of
the chimaera, and on his back, Thiago looked as regal as a prince.Nearer Karou, Issa rode the
Dashnag soldier Rua, while right in the middle of everything, incongruous as a pair of sparrows
clinging to the backs of raptors, were Zuzana and Mik.Zuzana was on Virko, Mik on Emylion,
and both were wide-eyed, clinging to leather straps as the chimaera’s powerful bodies heaved
beneath them, climbing the air. Virko’s spiraling ram’s horns reminded Karou of Brimstone. He
was felid in body, but immense: crouching cat muscle, like a lion on steroids, and from the back
of his thick neck bristled a ruff of spikes, which Zuzana had padded with a wool blanket that
she’d complained smelled like feet. “So my choice is to breathe feet the whole way or spear my
eyeballs out on neck spikes? Awesome.”Now she roared, “You’re doing that on purpose!” as
Virko banked hard left, causing her to slide cockeyed in her makeshift saddle of straps until he
banked the other way and righted her.Virko was laughing, but Zuzana wasn’t. She craned her
neck looking for Karou and hollered, “I need a new horse. This one thinks he’s hilarious!”“You’re
stuck with him!” Karou called back to Zuzana. She flew nearer, having to veer around a pair of
overburdened griffons. She herself was weighed down by a heavy pack of gear and a long chain
of linked thuribles, many dozens of souls contained within. She clanked with every movement,
and had never felt so graceless. “He volunteered.”Indeed, if Zuzana hadn’t been so light, it may
not have been possible to bring the humans along. Virko was carrying her in addition to his full,
allocated load, and as for Emylion, two or three soldiers had wordlessly taken up some of his
gear so that he could manage Mik, who, though not large, wasn’t the weightless petal Zuze was.
There had been no question of leaving his violin behind, either. Karou’s friends, it was clear, had
won real affection from this group in a way she herself had not.From most of them anyway. There
was Ziri. He might not look like Ziri anymore, but he was Ziri, and Karou knew…She knew that
he was in love with her.“Why don’t you have a pegasus in this company?” Zuzana demanded,
paling as she eyed the ever-more-distant ground. “A nice docile flying horse to ride, with a fluffy
mane instead of spikes, like floating on a cloud.”“Because nothing is more terrifying to the enemy
than a pegasus,” said Mik.“Hey, there’s more to life than terrifying your enemies,” said Zuzana.
“Like not plunging a thousand feet to your death—aaah!” She shrieked as Virko suddenly dipped
to pass beneath the smith Aegir, who was heaving hard to bear a sack of weaponry airborne.
Karou seized a corner of the bag to help him and together they rose slowly higher as Virko drew
ahead.“Better be good to her!” she called after him in Chimaera. “Or I’ll let her turn you into a
pegasus in your next body!”“No!” he roared back. “Not that!”He straightened out, and Karou
found herself in one of those in-between moments when her life could still surprise her. She
thought of herself and Zuze, not so many months ago, at their easels in life-drawing class, or
with their feet up on a coffin-table at Poison Kitchen. Mik had just been “violin boy” then, a crush,
and now here he was with his violin strapped to his pack, riding with them to another world while
Karou threatened monsters with resurrection vengeance for misbehavior?For just a moment, in
spite of the burden of the weapons bag, and the thuribles, and her pack—not to mention the
anvil weight of her duty and the deception and the future of two worlds—Karou felt almost light.



Hopeful.Then she heard a laugh, bright with casual malice, and from the corner of her eye,
caught sight of the flick of a hand. It was Keita-Eiri, a jackal-headed Sab fighter, and Karou saw
at once what she was about. She was flashing her hamsas—the “devil’s eyes” inked on her
palms—toward Akiva and Liraz. Rark, alongside her, was doing the same, and they were
laughing.Hoping the seraphim were out of range, Karou risked a look in their direction just in
time to see Liraz break mid-wingbeat and swing around, fury clear in her posture even at a
distance.Not out of range, then. Akiva reached for his sister and restrained her from rounding on
their assailants.More laughter as the chimaera made sport of them, and Karou’s hands gripped
into fists around her own marks. She couldn’t be the one to put a stop to this—it would only
make things worse. With clenched teeth she watched Akiva and Liraz draw even farther away,
and the growing distance between them seemed a bad omen for this brave beginning.“Are you
all right, Karou?” came a hiss-accented whisper.Karou turned. Lisseth was drawing up beside
her. “Fine,” Karou said.“Oh? You look tense.”Though of the Naja race like Issa, Lisseth and her
partner, Nisk, were twice Issa’s weight—thick as pythons beside a viper, bull-necked and burly,
but still deadly quick and equipped with venomous fangs as well as the incongruity of wings. It
was Karou’s own doing, all of it. Stupid, stupid.“Don’t worry about me,” she told Lisseth.“Well,
that’s difficult, isn’t it? How can I not worry about an angel-lover?”There had been a time, a very
recent time, when this insult had carried a sting. Not anymore. “We have so many enemies,
Lisseth,” said Karou, keeping her voice light. “Most of them are our birthright, inherited like a
duty, but the ones we make for ourselves are special. We should choose them with
care.”Lisseth’s brow creased. “Are you threatening me?” she asked.“Threatening you? Now, how
did you get that out of what I just said? I was talking about making enemies, and I can’t imagine
any revenant soldier being dumb enough to make an enemy of the resurrectionist.”There, she
thought as Lisseth’s face went tight. Make of that what you will.They were moving along all the
while, steady in the air in the middle of the company, and now the density of bodies before them
parted, revealing Thiago astride Uthem, doubled back into their midst. The company re-formed
around them, their progress slowing.“My lord,” Lisseth greeted him, and Karou could practically
see the tattle forming in her thoughts. My lord, the angel-lover threatened me. We need to tighten
our control over her.Good luck with that, she thought, but the Wolf didn’t give Lisseth—or anyone
—a chance to speak. In a voice pitched just loud enough to carry, while scarcely seeming to be
raised, he said, “Do you think because I ride ahead I don’t know how my army acquits itself?” He
paused. “You are as the blood in my body. I sense every shudder and sigh, I know your pain and
your joy, and I certainly hear your laughter.”He swept the encircling soldiers with a look, and
jackal-headed Keita-Eiri wasn’t laughing when his gaze came to rest on her.“If I wish you to
antagonize our… allies… I will tell you. And if you suspect that I have forgotten to give you an
order, kindly enlighten me. In return I will enlighten you.” The message was for everyone. Keita-
Eiri was just the unlucky focus of the general’s chilling sarcasm. “How does that arrangement
strike you, soldier? Does it meet your approval?”Her voice thin with mortification, Keita-Eiri
whispered, “Yes, sir.” Karou felt almost bad for her.“I’m so glad.” The Wolf raised his voice now.



“Together we have fought, and together endured the loss of our people. We have bled and we
have screamed. You’ve followed me into fire, and into death, and into another world, but never
perhaps into anything so seeming strange as this. Refuge with seraphim? Strange it may be, but
I would be so disappointed if your trust failed. There is no room for dissent. Any who cannot
abide our current course can leave us the moment we pass through the portal, and take their
chances on their own.”He scanned their faces. His own was hard but lit by some inner brilliance.
“As regards the angels, I ask nothing of you but patience. We can’t fight them as we once did,
trusting to our numbers even as we bled. I don’t ask your permission to find a new way. If you
stay with me, I expect faith. The future is shadowed, and I can promise you nothing beyond this:
We will fight for our world to the last echo of our souls, and if we are very strong and very lucky
and very smart, we may live to rebuild some of what we’ve lost.”He made eye contact with each
in turn, making them feel seen and counted, valued. His look conveyed his faith in them—and
more, his trust in their faith in him. He went on: “This much is plain: If we fail to thwart this
pressing threat, we end. Chimaera end.” He paused. His gaze having come full circle to Keita-
Eiri, he said, with caressing gentleness that somehow made the rebuke so much more damning:
“This is no laughing matter, soldier.”And then he urged Uthem forward and they cut their way
through the troops to resume their place at the head of the army. Karou watched as the soldiers
silently moved back into formation, and she knew that not one of them would leave him, and that
Akiva and Liraz would be safe from errant hamsa strikes for the remainder of the journey.That
was good. She felt a flush of pride for Ziri, and also of awe. In his natural flesh, the young soldier
had been quiet, almost shy—the opposite of this eloquent megalomaniac whose flesh he now
wore. Watching him, she had wondered for the first time—and maybe it was stupid that she
hadn’t thought to wonder it before—how being Thiago might change him.But the thought
subsided as soon as it came. This was Ziri. Of all the many things Karou had to worry about, his
being corrupted by power was not one of them.Lisseth, however, was. Karou looked to her, still
hovering near in the air, and saw calculation in the Naja’s eyes as she watched their general
resume his place.What was she thinking? Karou knew there wasn’t a chance in hell of Thiago’s
lieutenants leaving the company, but god, she wished they would. No one knew him better, and
no one would watch him more closely. As for what she’d told Lisseth about making an enemy of
the resurrectionist, it hadn’t been a joke or an idle threat. If anything was certain for revenant
soldiers, it was that if they went into battle often enough, eventually they’d be in need of a
body.Bovine, thought Karou. A big slow cow for you. And the next time Lisseth shot her a glance,
she thought, almost merrily, Moo. 7 A GIFT FROM THE WILDThe chimaera had ridden high over
the peaks now. The kasbah was behind them, the portal just ahead, though Karou could barely
make it out. Even up close it presented as a mere ripple, and you had to dive through it on faith,
feel its edges feather open around you. Larger creatures did best to fold back their wings and hit
it with speed, and if they went just a fraction too high or low they’d feel no resistance and
overshoot it, remaining right here in this sky. That didn’t happen now, though. This company
knew what they were doing, and vanished through the crease one by one.It took time, each



looming shape winking out into the ether.When it came Virko’s turn, Karou called, “Hold on!” to
Zuzana, and she did, and they careened through the cut. Emylion and Mik went next, and Karou
didn’t like having her friends out of her sight, so she nodded to the Wolf, who had circled around
to see everyone through, and with one last deep breath of Earth air, she dove.Against her face,
the feather touch of whatever unknowable membrane it was that held the worlds distinct, and
she was through.She was in Eretz.No blue sky here; it arched white over their heads and
darkened to gunmetal gray on the single visible horizon, all the rest lost in a haze. Beneath them
was only water, and in the colorlessness of the day it rippled almost black. The Bay of Beasts.
There was something terrifying about black water. Something pitiless.The wind was strong,
buffeting the host as it fell back into formation. Karou pulled her sweater closer around her and
shivered. The last of the host pushed through the cut, Uthem and Thiago last of all. Uthem’s
equine and draconic elements were indistinguishably supple, green and rippling and seeming to
pour into the world out of nothingness. The Vispeng race not naturally being winged, Karou had
gotten creative in order to preserve his length: two sets of wings, the main pair like sails and a
smaller set anchored near his hind legs. It looked pretty cool, if she did say so herself.The Wolf
had bowed his head through the portal, and as soon as he was through, he sat up to take stock
of his circling troops. His eye came quickly to rest on Karou, and though he paused on her only
briefly, she felt herself to be—knew herself to be—his first care in the world, this or any other.
Only when he knew where she was, and was satisfied that she was well, did he turn to the task
at hand, which was to guide this army safely over the Bay of Beasts.Karou found it difficult to
turn away from the portal and just leave it there, where anyone might find it and use it. Akiva was
to have scorched it closed behind them, but Jael had changed their plan. Now they would need
it.To return and start the apocalypse.The Wolf once more took the lead, turning them eastward,
away from the gunmetal horizon and toward the Adelphas Mountains. On a clear day, the peaks
would have been visible from here. But it wasn’t a clear day, and they could see nothing ahead
but thickening mist, which had its pluses and its minuses.In the plus column, the mists gave
them cover. They wouldn’t be sighted from a distance by any seraph patrols.In the minus, the
mists gave anyone cover… and anyone—or any thing—would not be sighted from a distance by
themselves.Karou was in a central position in the pack, having just come alongside Rua to
check on Issa, when it happened.“Sweet girl, are you bearing up?” Issa asked.“I’m fine,” Karou
replied. “But you need more clothes.”“I won’t argue with that,” Issa replied. She was actually
wearing clothes—a sweater of Karou’s, slit wide at the neck to accommodate her cobra hood—
which in itself was unusual for Issa, but her lips were blue, and her shoulders were drawn up
practically to her ears as she shivered. The Naja race hailed from a hot climate. Morocco had
suited her perfectly. This cold mist, not so much, and their frigid destination even less, though at
least there they would be sheltered from the elements, and Karou remembered geothermal
chambers in the lower labyrinth of the caves, if all was as it had been years ago.The Kirin
caves.She had never been back to the place of her birth, home of her earliest life. She had
planned to return, once upon a time. It was where she and Akiva were to have met to begin their



rebellion, had the fates not had other ideas.But, no. Karou didn’t believe in fate. It wasn’t fate that
had murdered their plan, but betrayal. And it wasn’t fate re-creating it now—or at least this
twisted shadow-theater version of it, fraught with suspicion and animosity. It was will.“I’ll find you
a blanket or something,” she told Issa—or started to tell her. But in that moment, something
came over her.Or at her.At all of them.A pressure in the lowering mists, and with it a seizure of
certainty. Karou shrank down and threw back her head to look up. And it wasn’t only her. All
around her in the ranks, soldiers were reacting. Dropping, drawing weapons, spinning clear of…
something.Overhead, the white sky seemed near enough to touch. It was a blank, but there was
a rush in Karou’s blood and a thrum like a sound too low for hearing, and then, sudden and
looming, fast and massive, pushing before it a wind that flicked the soldiers aside like toys to a
tide, something.Big.On them and blotting out the sky, fast and past, skimming the heads of the
company. So sudden, so there, so huge that Karou couldn’t make sense of it, and when it surged
past, it touched her, and the trail of its air-warping weight seized and spun her. It was like an
undertow, and the chains of her thuribles flew wild, entangling her, and for that dark spinning
instant she thought of the black surface of the water far below, and thuribles splashing into it—
souls consumed by the Bay of Beasts, and she fought for control of herself… and just like that
was released, adrift in a weird calm of aftermath. Her chains were wound tight and tangled but
nothing was lost, and all it took now was a glance to see what it was—what they were, oh. Oh—
before the dense white day swallowed them again, and they were gone.Stormhunters.The
biggest creatures in this world, save whatever secrets the sea held deep. Wings that could
shelter or shatter a small house. That was what had brushed her: a stormhunter wing. A pod of
the great birds had just glided right over the company, and a single wingbeat from the lowermost
had been enough to scatter the chimaera from their formation. Before there was any space in
Karou’s head for marvel, she did a frantic accounting of the host.She found Issa clinging to
Rua’s neck, shaken but otherwise fine. The blacksmith Aegir had dropped the bundle of
weapons—all of them lost to the sea. Akiva and Liraz were still in their place far ahead, and
Zuzana and Mik were up ahead, too, not far, but safely clear of the whiplash from that wingbeat.
They looked no worse than mildly ruffled, but thoroughly slack-jawed with the marvel that Karou
was still staving off—and the ranks were closing back in, not one of them so stoic as wasn’t
gaping after the great shapes already vanished into the haze. Everyone was fine.They’d just
been buzzed by stormhunters.In her earliest life, Karou had been a child of the high world:
Madrigal of the Kirin, the last tribe of the Adelphas Mountains. Amid the peaks the massive
creatures ranged, though no Kirin, or anyone else that Karou had heard of, had ever seen a
stormhunter so close. They couldn’t be hunted; they were utterly elusive, too fast for pursuit, too
canny to surprise. It was believed that they could sense the smallest changes in air and
atmosphere, and as a child—as Madrigal—Karou had had reason to believe it. Seeing them
from afar, adrift like motes in the slanting sun, she would take off after them, eager for a closer
sight, but no sooner would her wings beat her intention than theirs would answer and carry them
away. Never had even a nest been found, an eggshell, or even a carcass; if stormhunters



hatched, if stormhunters died, no one knew where.Now Karou had had her closer sight, and it
was thrilling.Adrenaline was coursing through her, and she couldn’t help herself. She smiled. The
glimpse had been too brief, but she’d seen that a dense fleece covered the stormhunters’
bodies, that their eyes were black, big as platters and filmed by a nictitating membrane, like
Earth birds. Their feathers shone iridescent, no single color but all colors, shifting with the play of
light.They seemed like a gift from the wild, and a reminder that not everything in this world was
defined by the everlasting war. She gathered herself in the air, untangling a thurible chain from
around her neck, and glided up to Zuzana and Mik.She grinned at her friends, the pair of them
still stunned, and said, “Welcome to Eretz.”“Forget a pegasus,” declared Zuzana, fervent and
wide-eyed. “I want one of those!” 8 BRUISE THE SKY“More stormhunters,” said the soldier
Stivan from the window, stepping aside for Melliel.It was their cell’s only window. Four days they
had been in this prison. Three nights the sun had set and three dawns risen to illuminate a world
that made less and less sense. Bracing herself, Melliel looked out.Sunrise. Intense saturation of
light; glowing clouds, a gilded sea, and the horizon a streak of radiance too pure to look at. The
islands were like the scattered silhouettes of slumbering beasts, and the sky… the sky was as it
had been, which is to say, the sky was wrong.If it had been flesh, one would say it was bruised.
This dawn, like the others, it was revealed to have set forth new blooms of color overnight—or
rather, of discolor: violet, indigo, sickly yellow, the most delicate cerulean. They were vast, the
blossoms or bleeds. Melliel didn’t know what to call them. They were sky-filling, and would
spread by the hour, deepen and then pale, finally vanishing as others took their place.It was
beautiful, and when Melliel and her company were first brought here by their captors, they
assumed that this was just the nature of the southern sky. This wasn’t the world as they knew it.
Everything about the Far Isles was beautiful and bizarre. The air was so rich it had body,
fragrance seeming to carry in it as easily as sound: perfumes, birdcalls, every breeze as alive
with darting songs and scents as the sea was with fish. As for the sea, it was a thousand new
colors every minute, and not all of them blues and greens. The trees were more like a child’s
fanciful drawings than they were like their staid and straight cousins of the northern hemisphere.
And the sky?Well, the sky did this.But Melliel had gleaned by now that it was not normal, and
neither was the stormhunter gathering that grew by the day.Out there over the sea, the creatures
were grouped in ceaseless circlings. Blood Soldier of the Misbegotten, Melliel, Second Bearer of
that Name, was not young, and in her lifetime she had seen many stormhunters, but never more
than a half dozen in one place, and always at the sky’s farthest edge, moving in a line. But here
were dozens. Dozens interweaving with more dozens.It was a freakish spectacle, but even so,
she might have taken it in stride as some natural phenomenon if it weren’t for the faces of their
guards. The Stelians were on edge.Something was happening here, and no one was telling the
prisoners anything. Not what was wrong with the sky or what drew the stormhunters, and not
what their own fate was to be, either.Melliel gripped the window bars, leaning forward to take in
the full panorama of sea and sky and islands. Stivan was right. In the night, the stormhunter
numbers had surged again, as if every one of them in the whole of Eretz were answering some



call. Circling, circling, as the sky bled and healed itself and bruised anew.What power could
bruise the sky?Melliel let go of the bars and stalked back across the cell to the door. She
pounded on it and called, “Hello? I want to talk to someone!”Her team took notice and began to
gather. Those still sleeping woke in their hammocks and put their feet on the floor. They were
twelve altogether, all taken without injury—though not without confusion over the manner of their
capture: a blinking stupefaction so entire that it felt like a breakdown of brain function—and the
cell was no dank dungeon but only a long, clean room with this heavy, locked door.There was a
privy, and water for washing. Hammocks for sleeping, and shifts of lightly woven cloth so they
might remove their black gambesons and stifling armor if they chose—which, by now, all of them
had. Food was plentiful and far better than they were used to: white fish and airy bread, and what
fruit! Some tasted of honey and flowers, thick-skinned and thin and varicolored. There were tart
yellow berries and husked purple globes that they hadn’t figured out how to open, having
understandably been deprived of their blades. One kind had sharp spines and hid custard
within; they grabbed for that one first, and there was one that none of them could stomach: a
queer kind of fleshy pink orb, nearly flavorless and as messy as blood. Those they left
untouched in the flat basket by the door.Melliel couldn’t help but wonder which, if any, was the
fruit that had so enraged their father the emperor when it appeared by mystery at the foot of his
bed.There came no answer to her call, so she knocked again. “Hello? Someone!” This time she
thought to add a grudging “please” and was irritated when the key turned at once, as though
Eidolon—of course it was Eidolon—had only been standing there waiting for the please.The
Stelian girl was, as usual, alone and unarmed. She wore a simple cascade of white fabric
fastened over one brown shoulder, with her black hair vine-bound and gathered over the other.
Engraved golden bands were spaced evenly up both slim arms, and her feet were bare, which
struck Melliel as embarrassingly intimate. Vulnerable. The vulnerability was an illusion, of
course.There was nothing about Eidolon to hint that she was a soldier—that any of the Stelians
were, or that they even had an army—but this young woman had been, unmistakably, in
command when Melliel’s team was… intercepted. And because of what had happened then—
Melliel still couldn’t wrap her mind around it—and though they were a dozen war-hardened
Misbegotten against one elegant girl, no thought entered their heads of attempting
escape.There was more to Eidolon—as there was more to the Far Isles—than beauty.“Are you
well?” asked that elegant girl in the Stelian accent that could soften the sharpest of words. Her
smile was warm; her Stelian fire eyes danced as she greeted them with a gesture—a kind of
cupping and proffering of her hand, a sweep of her gold-banded arm to take in the lot of
them.The soldiers murmured responses. Male and female alike, they were all in some fashion
fascinated by this mysterious Eidolon of the dancing eyes, but Melliel regarded the gesture with
suspicion. She had seen the Stelian… do things… with just such graceful gestures,
unaccountable things, and she wished she’d keep her arms at her sides. “We’re well enough,”
she said. “For prisoners.” Her own accent was coming to sound vulgar to her, compared to theirs,
and her voice gruff and grizzled. She felt old and ungainly, like an iron sword. “What’s happening



out there?”“Things that would better not,” Eidolon replied lightly.It was more than Melliel had
gotten out of her before. “What things?” she demanded. “What’s wrong with the sky?”“It’s tired,”
said the girl with a shimmer in her eye that was like the sparking of a stirred fire. So like Akiva’s
eyes, Melliel thought. Every Stelian they had seen so far had them. “It aches,” added Eidolon. “It
is very old, you know.”The sky was old and tired? A nonsense answer. She was toying with them.
“Is it something to do with the Wind?” Melliel asked, thinking the word with a capital letter, to
distinguish it from every wind that had ever come before.Indeed, calling it a “wind” was like
calling a stormhunter a bird. Melliel’s team had been nearing Caliphis when it hit them, seizing
them like so many shed feathers and sucking them back the way they’d come, along with every
other sky-borne thing in its path—birds, moths, clouds, and, yes, even stormhunters—as well as
many things that the surface of the world had not been gripping as tightly as it might, like trees’
entire blossom bounties, and the very foam off the sea.Powerlessness, reeling miles of it. They’d
been caught and carried—eastward first, beating their wings to get control of themselves, and
then… the lull. Brief and far too still, it had given them just time to gasp before the full force came
on again and sent them reeling again, westward now, back to Caliphis and beyond, where it
finally released them. Such force! It had felt as though the ether itself had dragged a deep breath
and expelled it. The phenomena had to be linked, Melliel thought. The Wind, the bruised sky, the
gathering of the stormhunters? None of it was natural or right.Eidolon’s expression of mild
loveliness went flat, no shimmer in her eyes now. “That was not wind,” she said.“Then what was
it?” Melliel asked, hoping this unexpected candor would persist.“Stealing,” she said, and seemed
poised to withdraw. “Forgive me. Was there anything else?”“Yes,” said Melliel. “I want to know
what will be done with us.”With a viper-quick turn of her head, Eidolon made Melliel flinch. “Are
you so eager to have something done with you?”Melliel blinked. “I only want to know—”“It is not
decided. We get so few strangers here. The children should like to see you, I think. Blue eyes.
Such a wonder.” She said it with admiration, staring right at Yav, the youngest of the company,
who was very fair. He blushed to his blond roots. Eidolon turned back to Melliel with a
contemplative look. “On the other hand, Wraith has requested that you be given to the novices.
For practice.”Practice? At what? Melliel wouldn’t ask; since coming into contact with these
people, she had seen such things as hinted at magic unimaginable. Those arts were long lost in
the Empire, and filled her with horror. But Eidolon’s eyes were merry. Was she joking? Melliel
was not consoled. So few strangers, the Stelian had said. Melliel asked, “Where are the
others?”“Others?”Not at all sure she wanted to press, Melliel replied, “Yes,” and tried to sound
stalwart. It was her mission, after all, to find out. Her team had been dispatched to trace the
emperor’s vanished emissaries. Joram’s declaration of war on the Stelians had been answered—
with the basket of fruit—so it had clearly been received, but the ambassadors had never
returned, and several troop detachments had likewise gone missing in the quest for the Far Isles.
In their days here, Melliel and her team had seen or heard no hint of other prisoners. “The
emperor’s messengers,” she said. “They didn’t come back.”“Are you sure of that?” asked the girl.
Sweetly. Too sweetly, like honey that masks the gall of poison. And then, with deliberation, her



eyes never leaving Melliel’s, she knelt to take a fruit from the basket by the door. It was one of the
pink orbs the Misbegotten couldn’t abide. Fruit they might have been, but the things were
essentially meaty sacks of red juice, off-puttingly mouth-filling, and warm.The girl took a bite,
and in that instant, Melliel would have sworn that her teeth were points. It was like a veil yanked
askew, and behind it, Eidolon of the dancing eyes was a savage. Her delicacy was gone; she
was… nasty. The fruit burst and she tipped back her head, sucking and licking, to catch the thick
juice in her mouth. The column of her throat was exposed as red overspilled her lips, streaking
down, viscous and opaque, to the white cascade of her dress, where it bloomed like flowers of
blood, nothing but blood, and still she sucked at the fruit. The soldiers recoiled from her, and
when Eidolon lowered her head again to stare at Melliel, her face was smeared with hungry
red.Like a predator, Melliel thought, raising its head from a hot carcass.“You brought us your
flesh and blood along with your animus,” said Eidolon with her dripping mouth, and it was
impossible now even to recall the graceful girl she had seemed but a moment ago. “What did
you mean by coming here, if not to give yourselves to us? Did you think we would keep you just
as you are, blue eyes and black hands and all?” She held up the skin of the sucked-empty fruit
and dropped it. It hit the tile floor with a slap.She couldn’t mean… No. Not the fruit. Melliel had
seen things, yes, but her mind would not admit that possibility. Simply no. It was a hideous joke.
Her disgust emboldened her. “It was never our animus,” she said. “We don’t have the luxury of
choosing our own enemies. We are soldiers.” Soldiers, she said, but she thought:
slaves.“Soldiers,” said Eidolon with scorn. “Yes. Soldiers and children do as they’re told.” A curl of
her lip, surveying the lot of them, and she said, “Children grow out of it, but soldiers just die.”
Just. Die. Each word a jab, and then the door flew open untouched and she was on the other
side of it without having moved, standing in the corridor. She had done this before: made time
seem to stutter and strobe, steps lost along the way like seconds sliced out and
swallowed.Swallowed like that clotting red juice that wasn’t blood, that couldn’t be blood.Melliel
forced herself to say, “So we’re to die?”“The queen will decide what is to be done with
you.”Queen? This was the first mention of a queen. Was it she who had sent Joram the basket of
fruit that had seen fourteen Breakblades swinging from the Westway gibbet and a concubine
flushed out the gutter door in a shroud?“When?” Melliel asked. “When will she decide?”“When
she comes home,” said the girl. “Enjoy your flesh and blood while you can, sweet soldiers.
Scarab has gone away hunting.” She sang the word. “Hunting, hunting.” A snarl of a smile, and
again Melliel saw that her teeth were points… and again saw that they were not. Strobing time,
strobing reality. What was true? A crack and strobe and the door was closed, Eidolon was gone,
and…… and the room was dark.Melliel blinked, shook off a sudden heaviness and looked
around her. Dark? Eidolon’s words still echoed through the cell—hunting hunting—so it could
only have been a second, but the chamber was dark. Stivan was blinking, too, and Doria and the
rest. Young Yav, barely jumped up from the training camp and still with a boy’s round face, had
tears of horror in his blue, blue eyes.Hunting hunting hunting.Melliel spun to the window and,
with a push of her wings, thrust herself at it and looked out. It was as she feared. It was no longer



dawn.It was no longer day. The black of night hid the sky’s bruises, and both moons were high
and thin, Nitid a crescent and Ellai but a crust, together giving off just enough light to brush the
edges of the stormhunters’ wings with silver as they tilted in their ceaseless circles.Hunting,
came Eidolon’s voice—echo or memory or phantom—and Melliel steadied herself against the
wall as an entire lost day raced through her and was stripped away, every stolen minute, she felt
with a shudder, bringing her nearer to her last. Would they die here, the lot of them? She couldn’t
—or wouldn’t—believe Eidolon about the fruit, but the memory of its dense flesh between her
own teeth still made her want to gag.These people might be seraphim, but there the kinship
began and ended, and in Melliel’s mind the shape of their mysterious queen—Scarab?—began
to warp into something terrible.Hunting hunting hunting.Hunting what?ARRIVAL + 6 HOURS 9
LANDFALLAt 15:12 GMT, with the whole world watching, the angels made landfall. There was a
period of hours, while the formation’s flight path carved due west from Samarkand, over the
Caspian Sea and Azerbaijan, when their destination was a mystery. Across Turkey the westward
path held, and it was not until the angels crossed the 36th meridian without turning south that the
Holy Land was eliminated from contention. After that, the money was on Vatican City, and the
money was not wrong.Keeping to the formation in which they’d flown, in twenty perfect blocks of
fifty angels each, the Visitors alighted in the grand, winged plaza of St. Peter’s Basilica,
Rome.The scientists, grad students, and interns who’d gathered in the basement of the NMNH
in Washington, D.C., watched the screen in silence as, in baroque regalia befitting his title—His
Holiness, Bishop of Rome, Vicar of Jesus Christ, Successor of the Prince of the Apostles,
Supreme Pontiff of the Universal Church, Primate of Italy, Archbishop and Metropolitan of the
Roman Province, Sovereign of the Vatican City State, Servant of the servants of God—the Pope
stepped forth to greet his magnificent guests.As he did, there came a shift in the first and central
phalanx. It was difficult to make out details. The cameras were in the air, hovering in helicopters,
and from this high vantage point, the angels looked like a living lace of fire and white silk.
Exquisite. Now one of them stepped forward—he seemed to be wearing a plumed silver helm—
and in one liquid movement, all the rest went down on one knee.The Pope approached,
trembling, his hand raised in blessing, and the leader of the angels inclined his head in a very
slight bow. The two stood facing each other. They appeared to be talking.“Did… the Pope just
become the spokesman for humanity?” inquired a stunned zoologist.“What could go wrong?”
replied a dazed anthropologist.Eliza’s colleagues had put together an ad hoc media center by
grouping a number of televisions and computers in an empty outreach classroom. Over the
course of several hours, the tenor of their commentary had shifted almost entirely away from
hoax theory toward the more unsettling realms of… If it’s true, how is it true, and what does it
mean, and… how do we make it make sense?As for the television commentary, it was inane.
They were bandying biblical jargon around like there was no tomorrow—which, hey, maybe there
wasn’t! Ba-dum-bum.Apocalypse. Armageddon. The Rapture.Eliza’s nemesis, Morgan Toth—he
of the pillowy lips—was using an altogether different vocabulary. “They should treat it like an
alien invasion,” he said. “There are protocols for that.”Protocols. Eliza knew exactly what he was



getting at.“That would go over well with the masses,” said Yvonne Chen, a microbiologist, with a
laugh. “It’s the Second Coming! Scramble the jets!”Morgan gave a sigh of exaggerated patience.
“Yes,” he said with the utmost condescension. “Whatever this is, I would appreciate some jets
between it and me. Am I the only non-idiot on the planet?”“Yes, Morgan Toth, you are,” Gabriel
piped up. “Will you be our king?”“With pleasure,” said Morgan, sketching a slight bow and
flipping back his artfully overlong bangs on the way up. He was a small guy with a handsome
face set atop skinny, sloping shoulders and a neck about the circumference of Eliza’s pinkie. As
for the puffy lips, they existed in a state of snide smirk, and Eliza was constantly plagued by
urges to bounce things off them. Coins. Gummy bears.
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Rosemary Standeven, “Who are the Gods, and who the Monsters?. This was a good ending to
the trilogy – some new material, and some new main characters – but most of the important
threads are wrapped up. Not quite as good as the two previous books, but still worth five
stars.Karou and Akiva remain the main characters – desperately trying to form an alliance
between the Chimaera and the Misbegotten to stop the Seraph, Jael, from destroying the two
worlds, while - at the same time – hoping, praying that their love for each other can finally
become realised. They each have heavy responsibilities to their own peoples, which cause
them to erect barriers to their love, and necessitate secrets being kept. Throughout the book
they remain bowed down by fate, and never seem to get a break.Because of this, I found the
stories of the ‘minor’ characters much more involving – particularly Zuzana and Mik, but also Ziri
(now in the body of the White Wolf, Thiago), Akiva’s sister, Liraz, and the new character,
Eliza.There is one amazing scene where Zuzana gets into an eyebrow duel with an officious
hotel receptionist.Ziri and Liraz’s actions are primarily directed by their duty to their people,
secondarily by their love for Karou and Akiva respectively. But, Mik and Zuzana have left their
world and their families behind, and are only fighting out of their loyalty and love for each other
and Karou – for the peoples of other species and other worlds. To me, they are the real heroes
of this book. “Mik had just been “violin boy” then, a crush, and now here he was with his violin
strapped to his pack, riding with them to another world”Jael has taken his Seraph legions to
Earth, to obtain weapons with which to defeat the Misbegotten uprising and to obliterate the
Chimaera once and for all. The sudden appearance of ‘Angels’ at the Vatican causes
consternation around the planet: “The media was already operating at a pretty fevered pitch—it
was hummingbird-metabolism journalism: fast fast fast, and voracious. The many flavors of fear
were seasoned liberally with glee; such times as these were the stuff of broadcasters’ dreams.
Be afraid. No. Be more afraid! This is not a drill.”The ‘Rapture’ has come – or not. Who knows?
Is this religion? Which one? How can you possibly react?As an archaeologist, on unearthing a
pit of slaughtered Chimaera points out: “The angels flew to Rome; it’s all very nice for Christians,
yes? Angels in Rome, warning of beasts and wars, while here, in a Muslim country, we
unearth . . . demons. What do you think the response will be?”This book is about love and war,
destruction and rebuilding, prejudice and tolerance. “Will it ever be time for cake?””

Peter - The Reading Desk, “Superb end to the trilogy. This is the third book in the Daughter of
Smoke and Bone trilogy and brings an absolutely epic story to a great conclusion. While the
final book in a trilogy will normally bring about an epic battle or showdown that's been
smouldering and building to a climactic ending. In this book, great credit goes to Laini Taylor to
develop another major twist to the plot that's not just fitted in awkwardly but takes the story to
another level with elements that have been subtly revealed the whole way through the story.I
kept thinking Lord of the Rings while reading this from the perspective of its depth and how it



developed exceptional detail such as myths, legends and history to make the experience so
expansive and complete. The range of characters that are developed across the books is
amazing.It is also a fantasy story that teaches us life lessons, such as the value of friendship,
love and honour. It gives meaning to all beings and living things, and not just the main focus of
the plot.The whole trilogy resonates in our world today where just because of race, colour or
religion, or just because that's the way it has always been, are reasons to remain fractured and
at war, or even in violent agreement. Our differences should be celebrated, however, we may
need an alien invasion to unite us.This is a fully thought out story with real depth, lots of
anecdotes and lessons. It's also a really great plot that keeps you riveted and turning the pages
into the wee hours. You become seriously bound to several of the characters. I want to know
what they're doing now - just have to use my imagination”

A. J. Dawson-clarke, “A "just one more chapter" kind of trilogy.. I've just completed this book, the
final of the trilogy. Having had the first book bought for me I bought the rest as I couldn't put the
book down. Enjoyed the story from start to finish across all three books and some nights spent
an hour or two not being able to stop.My only niggle, and reason for 4 stars, was the ending and
the new character. I enjoyed the addition of Eliza in book three but I really felt more time was
needed, her story felt rushed and id have liked a little more on her history as Elazael to
appreciate her worth, her worth was told to me rather than discovered. The ending also felt quite
abrupt (I wont divulge, no spoilers). I liked the end, it wasn't a bad ending, I just needed
something more than what it was.Overall, across the three books, I have thoroughly enjoyed
reading.”

The book by Laini Taylor has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,123 people have provided feedback.
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